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Retirement of James Redmond 

Jame.\ Redmond, F.Eng, FIEE. lhc BBC's Director of 
Engineering for the past ten years , retired on 6 November. 
His first job, after education at Graeme High School, 
Falkirk and the Calcdonian Wireless College at Edinburgh, 
was as a Marine Radio Officer. He joined the DDC in 1937 
and after a short time as a so\ind engineer in Edinburgh he 
joined the Tclc\'ision Service in London in 1938. 

During the war James Red111011d served again in the 
Merchant Navy and he returned to the BBC in 194.5, to work 
for some years as a Planning and Installation engineer. Since 
I 9.54 he occupied a number of senior posts in television until 
his appointment as Assistant Director of Engineering in 
1967 and Direc1or in 1968. 
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The BBC's Director-General, Ian Trethowan, writes: 
"When Jim Redmond joined the IlBC in 1937, the 
Corporation was only eleven years old, it had only one 
dome~tic radio network, and television was still an 
experimental infant. When he retired in November, after 
exactly forty-one years or service, he left behind a 
Corporation now over fifty , with four dome.~ric radio 
networks, two tde\'ision networks , a multiplicity of 
regional and local broadcasting activities and lhe most 
admired external service in the world. His own very 
distinguished career has thus spanned, and increasingly 
contributed to, the most important period or expansion 
in broadcasting in this country. 

His own career began in his native Scotland, when he 
joined the BBC in Edinburgh as a junior maintenance 

engineer. A year later, when he was just twenty. he joined 
the original London t.elevision station . After War Service 
in the Merehant Navy , he went bad; to lclevision and 
moved s1cadily up the ladder of television engineering to 
become the Senior Superintendent Engineer in 1963. He 
was deeply in\'Olvcd in the early technical developments 
al Alexandra Palace, the move to Wood Lane. and the 
switch inlo colour. ln l967 Jim moved to Henry Wood 
House as Assistant Director o f Engineering, and then 
succeeded Francis i\·lcLcan as Director a year later. 
During bis years as Director, he had to contend with the 
financial difficulties forced on the Corporation by the 
wider problems facing the country as a who le . This 
caused particular difficulty in the area of capital projects, 
where the BBC was first forced to make substantial cuts 
for !'inancial reasons , and then laucrly, due to the 
Government's pay policy . found itself short of skilled 
staff. Another problem he faced has been the reorganisa
tion of the radio frequencies. Dul alongside the problems 
were the achievements of BBC engineering bringing two 
Queen's Awards in his time - and I suspect nothing has 
given him greater pleasure than to sec his infant 
CEEFAX grow to the maturity of a permanent s..:n·ice. 

During his years in television, Jim Redmond acquired 
an enviable respect arnong bo1h professional engineering 
colleagues and production staff. He was recognised as a 
man of high s1andards, and of invention, but also a man 
who understood the practical needs or programmc
making. \,1y own knowledge of him comes largely from 
our nine years as colleagues on the Board of 
Management. As Director of Engineering he has in the 
past nine years seen his role as !hat of upholding the 
BDC's traditionally high technical standards, but of 
working within an increasingly stringent financial 
climate to sustain the BBC', programme output. One of 
the most difficult re5po nsibilitics he carried was that of 
advising the DBC o n its capital priorities at a time of 
shortage. He was always particularly insistent that we 
must never be tempted by the lure of new developments 
into allowing too little for the refurbishment of our 
existing plant. 

I am sure that all Jim's fellow Directors would agree 
that we could not have asked for a more agreeable 
engineering colleague. Where he felt strongly on an issue. 
he fought his corner tenaciously, and this would not only 
be on technical questions . He has always taken a sharp 
interest in BDC policy a s a whole and has been 
particularly concerned about problems for staff. More 
widely, we have come to value his shrewd judgement on 
some of the problems we have faced in our relations with 
Government and other institutions outside. Not least, he 
has been to all of us not only an important rnlleague, but 
a very good friend." 

The Queen's Awards to Industry mentioned by Ion 
Trethowan were reci:ived by the BBC 's Engineering 



Research and Designs Departments in I 969, for the 
Ad\'aneed Field-store Television Standards Converter and in 
1974, for the Sound-in-Syncs system. It is gratifying that 
CEEFAX, also mentioned by Ian Trethowan. is the subjeel 
of an article by James Redmond in lhis issue of lJDC 
Engineering - see page 7. 

Shortly before his retirement from the BBC James 
Redmond 100k office for 1978-79 as President of the 
lnscitution of Electrical Engineers . of which he has been a 
Fellow for man} years and wa~ Vice-President from 1973 to 
1976. He was e lected tn the Fellowship of Engineering 
earlier this year and is also a f-dlow of the Institution of 
Electrical and Electronic Technician Engineers . a Fellow 
and Past President of the Society of Electronic and Radio 
Technicians and a Fellow of the British lnslitute of 
\·1 anagement. 

BBC Ert!!ifleerifll!, wbhcs James Redmond a long and 
happy retirement. 

Engineering Directorate Changes 

T. Bryce McCrirrick Peter Rainger 

T. Bryce MeCrirrick, FIEF., has succeeded .lames Redmond 
as Director of Engineering. 

Bryce McCrirrick joined the BBC in 1943, following 
education at Galashiels Academy and Heriot Watt College, 
Edinburgh, and soon afterwards moved lo London. After 
National Service in the Royal Air Force he returned to the 
BBC in 1949. He joined the Television Service and began a 
progression to senior posts becoming, in turn, a Technical 
Operations Manager, Engineer-in-Charge Tele\·ision 
Studios and Head of Engineering, Television Recording. He 
left the Television Service in 1969 to become Head of Studio 
Capital Projects Depanment. A year later he was appointed 
Chief Engineer Radio Broadcasting and soon aftenvards 
became Assistant Director of Engineering. He became 
Deputy Director in May 1976. 

Bryce McCrirrick is a Fellow of 1hc Institution of 
Electrical Engineers and a Fellow of the Institution of 
Electronic and Radio Engineers. 

Peter Rainger, CBE, B.Sc (Eng), FIEE succeeds Bryce 
McCrirrick as Deputy Director of Engineering. After 
graduating at London University, Peter Rainger joined the 
Designs Department of the BBC in 1951 and there he became 
a specialist in signal processing. He was appointed Head of 
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Despne hav,ng spent the war years in the Merchant Navy, James 
Redmond w as. it seems always happy to ge1 back on the water. The 
photograph shows him (arrow ed) when he w as on duly as an 
outside broadcasls engineer al 1he 1950 Oxfo rd and Cambridge Boat 
Race. 

George Cook 

the Department in I 969, Head of Research Department in 
1971 and Assistant Director of Engineering in I 976. 

Peter Rainger has been the author of a number of papers 
presented 10 the lnstilution of Electrical Engineers and was 
awarded the franklin Premium in 1966. He has also been 
very active in professional and internalional committees of 
the Institution and the European BroadBroadcasting Union. 
In 1964 he received the Royal Television Society's Geoffrey 
Parr Award for work on television standards conversion and 
in 1973 he was made a Fellow of the Royal Television 
Society. In 1967 the Society of Motion Picture and 
Television Engineers presented him with an Emmy Award 
and in I 972 he was awarded the David Sarnoff Gold Medal. 
His CBE was awarded in the 1978 New Year Honours. 

The new Assistant Director of Engineering is George 
Cook, FIEE. Since 1974 George Cook has been Chief 
Engineer Transmitters and for seven years before rhat he 
was Assistant Chief Engineer, Television Operations. He 
joined the BBC in 1947 and for several years was concerned 
with transmitter installation. In 1955 he became Assistant 
Superintendent Engineer (Regions and Outside Broadcasts) 
and he also held the posts of Engineer-in-Charge (Tele
vision) at Manchester and Head of Engineering (Wales). 
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Notebook 

CCD field store in television 
noise reducer 

A CCD digi1al lclcvision field store on a board 250 mm by 
152 mm has been designed and b uilt at BBC Resean;h 
Depa rtment. The 2-Mbit store takes 8-bit words at 
13.3 Mwords/sec (3 limes PAL subcar rier frequency}. The 
accompanying photograph shows a complete field store, 
with 32 CCD stores and associated driving circuitry. Two 
such slorcs constitute a full televisio n picture store which 
may be used for any application where a digital televisio n 
picture delay is required. 

The store was designed for immediate applicat ion in the 
television noise-reduction system developed by BBC 
Research Department (BBC EnRineering 107 August 1977 
page 34). It is used as the delay clement in a recursive filter 
to integrate successive pictures in parts of lhc scene in which 
lherc is no movement. ln th is way, the equipment reduces 
noise in stationary areas, where it is mosl visible. without 
mowmcnt blur. The reliable detection of movement in the 
presence of noise was one of the many problems which had 
lO be overcome in 1hc r.otirsc of dcvclo pm~'nt. 

The noise reducer adjusts itself automatically to cope with 
both var ying noise levd and the various noise characteristics 
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of different picture sources - cameras, lclecinc and video
tape. Thus it causes no degradation to good pictures and 
may be connected permancnlly on a broadcas1ing network 
output. The equipment can operate on 625-line PAL and 
525-linc NTSC signals. 

The BBC has licensed P~:c TVT Limited to manufacture 
the noise reducer fo r commercial sale. 

IBC78 

The seventh Internal ional Broadcasting Convcn1 ion was 
held at the Wembley Conference Centre, London from 25 10 

29 September. The numbers of delegalcs, papers and 
exhibitors all broke records. Of the 82 papers presented in 
the 14 technical sessions, 12 were by BDC authors and the 
chairmen of 1wo of the sessions were Pc1er Raingcr 
(Assis tant Director o f Engineering) and Darrell Maurice 
(mired Chief Assistant to Director of Engineering). 

The BBC stand in the IBC exhibition attracled grcal 
interest throughoul 1he Convention. The major exhibits 
were a working video noise reducer (~cc previous item) and a 
demomtration of CARFAX, the BBC's proposal for an 
improved service of road traffic information broadcasting. 
Al~o feat ured were a few of the many item~ of DBC
de~igncd equipment which are the subject of commercial 
manufacturing licences or are arnilable for licensing. 

The BBC a lso co-operated in a comprehensive display of 
working 1cletext receivers throughout the Convention 
areas, including two ~els which displayed tclctcxl page~ in 
1hc English, French, German, Swedish, Finnish and Greek 
alphabets. 
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Television Centre Development 
The BBC Board of Governors have approved in principle the 
plans for furtha development of BBC Tele\'ision Cemrc in 
Wesl London. This, the fifth stage of development, opens 
an exdting prospect for the architects and engineers to 
research and plan a building in keeping with the latest 
techrncal advances. It is imended that the new building will 
provide improved facilities for existing operations and also 
enable some sta ff in peripheral premises 10 be moved to 
Tele"ision Centre. 

A major parr of the new complex will be a Videotape Area 
with accommodation for about 100 broadcast-quality 
maehines, production facilities and all the related ancillary 
functions. 

The plans indudi: an additional production studio, to 
facilitate the transfrr of current affair~ programmes from 
Lime Grove, and the possible re-commissioning of the 
existing Studio 2. This is the only one of the existing eight 
main production studios at Television Centre nol to have 
been converted for colour. It has no t been used for 
programme service for some years and is at pn:sem used as a 
store. Also included in the plans is a new studio for light 
entertainment production. It has been acknowledged for 
some time that the limited facilities at the Television Theatre 
have restricted the scope of production and it is planned to 
replace the Theatre by a new studio which would also have 
general purpose ust-s. The studio would have an area of 743 
m1 and would have a theatre-type foyer of about 280 m2 

with seating for 400 to 500, an on.:hestral enclosure and all 
the necessary store-rooms, make-up and wardrobe areas, 
etc. It is also suggested that there should be a small 
recording studio for backing groups in addition to a band 
room for 3010 40 players. 

Associated with the new developrnem is a new multi
~torey <.:ar park on an adjoining site. 

Research Department Reports 

BBC Research Depan.mcnl has recently published the 
following rcpons. 

1978/17 Digital video: bit -rate reduction by removal or 
the line-blank.ing portion of the waveform 

1978/ 18 CEEFAX: microprocessor-bascd<.:lock 
1978/ 19 A digital television error-protection scheme 

based on waveform estimates 
1978/ 20 Narrow-band f.m. system for television links: 

a feasibility study 
1978/21 Narrow-band f.m. system for television linh: 

1978/22 

1978/23 
1978/ 24 

interference between f.m. and a.m . television 
signals 
Narrow-band f.m. system for television links: 
tests [or performance under conditions of 
multipath propagation 
The zone plate as a television test pat tern 
Television re-broadcast Jinks: alleviation of 
off-set co-channel interference by means of 
simple video notch filter:; 
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1978/25 Probability levels of sound interference 
b.:tween programme areas 

A subscription to BBC Research Department Reports , of 
which a bout 35 arc published each year, <.:Osls £25.00. 
Further information and subscription forms are available 
from: Research Executil'e, BBC Research Departmenl, 
Kingswood Warren. Tudworth, Surrey, England. 

CEEFAX hard-copy printer 

The positive value of CEEFAX is well e:.tablished, making 
available a continuous display o f frequently updated news 
and information on some 100 differe111 pages on each BBC 
1clcvi$iOn network. The value will be further enhanced by a 
device recently developed by BBC Designs Department 10 
provide a hard-copy printout. The device provides a method 
of pcrmancnlly recording CEEFAX information using a 
special decoder and printing machine to provide a fa<.:simile 
of any CEEFAX page selected by the user. 

The combination of siandard-format characters and 
contiguous graphics, used in teletext and view<lata, makes it 
extremely difficult ro print an accurate facsimile using 
standard dot-matrix printers. The guard spaces pro\' idcd 
b!a!twcen characters and rows break. up large graphic areas 
and result in a print which is not easy to interpret. 

The new printer overcomes this deficiency cnt irely. The 
monochrome video ou !put from the decoder is used directly 
as the data source to produce the print. The basic principle 
of opcra1ion is as follows. 

The first block of seven data-bics from each line during a 
field are Mored in a read/ write memory. At the end of the 
field the memory contains the 240 x 7 bit bytes which form 
the left-hand column of the data page. The contents of the 
memory are then sequentially read into a 40-column 7-0ot 
matrix printer which prints the page rotated through 9(f 

from the conventional display. These data thus oc:cupy the 
top row of print. The next seven data-bits which form Chi! 
column to the immediate right of the previously scanned 
column arc copied in a similar fashion and printed directly 
under the prcviou~ row without spacing (i.e. the top d ot of 
the second row Jinks with the bottom dot of the previous row 
to form a continuous vertical dot pattern). Thi~ process 
continues until the complete data page has been printed. 
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New high-voltage vacuum 
switchgear at Television Centre 

Prior to 1974, high-voltage switchgear installed at the BBC's 
studio centres and main transmiuing stations was based 
universally on oil circuit breaker equipment. For many 
applications, particularly at transmitting stations, the duty 
cycle of circuit breakers used to switch high-voltage rectifier 
supplies is extremely onerous and has led to high 
maintenance costs and a significant number of circuit 
breaker failures caused by rapid contact wear and 
mechanical fatigue in the operating mechanisms. 

In the early nineteen-seventies, vacuum switchgear 
technology had reached the stage at which switching devices 
for high levels of pcwer (in excess of 10,000 amps at 11,000 
volts) were becoming available. Initially the equipment 
incorporated switches mounted on open frames but by 1973 
manufacturers had started to build complete circuit breakers 
and to incorporate these into fully-enclosed metal-dad 
switchgear with full capability to withstand shorr-circuit 
conditions. 

One of the first multi-panel 6· 6 kV vacuum switchboards 
to be manufactured in the United Kingdom was commis
sioned at the BBC's Manchester Network Production Centre 
in 1974 and the success of this installation led to the phased 
introduction of vacuum switchgear at many other BBC 
premises. The photograph shows the latest installation at 
Television Centre. 

Developments leading 10 this major advance in switchgear 
technology and the advantages for broadcasting 
applications will be the subject-mailer of an article in a 
forthcoming issue of BBC Engineering. 
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CEEFAX Progress 

j. Redmond, F Eng. 

Director of Engineering 1968- 1978 

Much has been wrilten about CEEFAX, on both the technical and editorial aspects, in many different 
1Publica tions but , strangely, !his is the first full-length article to be published in BBC Engineering. 
Much of the article is based on the text of an address given by Mr. Redmond to the Electronic 
Industries Association of Japan toward the end of 1977. CEEFAX progress is rapid and the text has 
had to be altered in many places to take account of developments during the past year. 

It is particularly appropriate that this general survey of the present state of CEEFAX should appear 
shortly after the author's retirement after ten years as the BBC's Director of Engineering. He was 
greatly and directly interested in CEEFAX from the start and, through his contacts in industry and the 
broadcasting world gave great encouragement to its development and its general acceptance as a 
valuable new service. 

1 Introduction 
2 The broadcasting of CEEFAX 
3 Teletext and viewdata 
4 Availability of teletext receivers 
5 Teletext abroad 
6 Future development 
7 Subtitling for the deaf 
8 Conclusion 

1 Introduction 

We have come to expecl a lot from television. We have 
entertaining programmes, educational programmes , news 
and current affairs broadcasts, and so on. We have come to 
take international Lelevision for ~ranted and we expect it 10 

show us important even1s anywhere in the world. 
The British television viewer has a new, extra faciliry. He 

can demand the latest news whenever he wants it - the latest 
sports news, weather forecasts, financial news and many 
other sorts of information - at any time when BBC 
Television is on the air. He can turn to CEEFAX. All he has 
to do is to pick up a remote-comrol box, push a few buttons 
and in a few seconds his television set will display whichever 
of the 200 or so available CEEF AX pages he has chosen. 

CEEFAX is I ransmit1ed by digital signals using two lines 
in the field-blanking period - two lines that would not 
otherwise be used to carry information . It is a broadcasting 
engineer's delight - a communication channel that requires 
no extra space in the frequency spectrum. It is easily added 
to the television signal and travels at no extra cost through 
the conventional transmission network to the viewer's 
home. A decoder in the receiver selecrs information from the 
digital signals, stores it and then produces the video output 
10 write the text on the television screen. 
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BBC Resea rch DepanmcnL starled work on CEEF AX in 
1970 and one of the first things that had lo be buill was a 
decoder 10 drive a receiver. It was built from standard com
ponents and was rather large - in facl it was about as large 
as a standard television set. Soon, however, the 
semiconductor industry became interested in decoder design. 
The usual miracles of miniaturisation were performed and 
the complete decoder was produced on a board about 6 
inches by 4 inches which could easily be integrated into the 
television set. 
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2 The broadcasting of CEEFAX 

One of the big advantages of CEEFAX is that I he publishing 
process can be very fast. The CEEFAX editorial office, 
which at first glance is very much like other newsrooms, is at 
BBC Television Centre in West London - the heart of the 
BBC television nelworks. News material is received 
continuously from agencie~, the BBC's own news 
departments, etc, A sub-edi10r can sec a good story as ii 
arrives on a teleprinter, step across to a visual display unit 
(VDU), edit it and type it into the magazine in less than two 
minutes. If it is only a matter of updating an existing page 
the delay may be only seconds. 

The VDUs in til e editorial oflicc arc of 1he type described 
by computer people as 'intelligent' VDUs . This means that 
many of the operations of preparing a CEEFAX page can be 
carried out on the VDU, independently of the main 
computer. The output from the VDUs goes to a mini
compu1er which also collects and organises the data from 
VDUs used by specialist editors for sport and finance 
located in their own areas of our news operation. l'\·1ain 
storage is on disc with a capacity of I · 23 million words and 
the main computer and disc store are backed by a second 
uni1 operat ing in parallel. The computer installation can 
accept eight inputs. In addition to the VDUs in the CEEFAX 
newsroom there is a modem link to other VDUs in 
Broadcasling House, for example one in the finance 
newsroom. 

Most broadcasting organisations have extensive news
gathering operations but are able to use, in their regular 
broadcast bulletins. only a small fraction of the news they 
collect. CEEFAX can make good use of more of this news 
for transmission. 

The cost to the broadcaster of a CEEFAX operation is 
small. Our capital expenditure on the equipment now in 
5crvice is less than the cost of three colour telc\'ision camera 
channels; our annual running costs arc also low. 

Soon we shall extend our operations by introducing local 
pages. At the moment CEEFAX pages are prepared only in 
London , although we do have a cont ribution system through 
which anyone with access to a telex machine can send in 
material on punched tape. The stories arc sent in a format 
requiring the minimum amount of work from the sub-editor 
in London to put them into the curren1 CEEFAX magazine. 

Lo<.:al news and information is altractive to our audiences. 
There is no reason why each of our local newsroom5 should 
not compile its own CEEFAX magazine, which would be 
interleaved with the national version. The additional cost 
would not be high. 

The key factor in the amount of in format ion we can 
broadcast is the maximum waiting time that the viewer will 
accept. We think it should be not more than 25 seconds, and 
preferably less. Tbc pages are transmilted in sequence, each 
page taking about a quarter second and so we would n:it 
expect to extend the capacity of the current magazine 
beyond about JOO numbered pages on each of the BBC's two 
television services. For more magazines, each with a similar 
access time, we would transmit CEEF AX data on more than 
two lines of the field-blanking interval. If we were to use 16 
lines we could have up 10 eight magazines on each service, 
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but ii will be some time before we would wish to use so many 
data lines. Nevertheless we may extend our existing use of 
two data lines lo three or four in the not-loo-distant future. 

One way we can increase the size of the magazine without 
increasing the access time is by using self-changing pages. 
We simply transmit several versions of a particular page 
number, in a slow sequence. When the viewer has had time 
lo read a given version of the page we c.:an provide a different 
version. 

CEEFAX also provides a newsflash service. A viewer who 
wishes to be sure thal he will not miss important news 
announcements selects the newsflash 'page' and continues lO 

watch the ordinary television picture. If a very important 
news story should break, the CEEFAX editor announces it 
in newsflash form and it appears within a moment, inset into 
the !devision picture. Once the viewer has read the 
newsflash he can crnse it and carry on watching television, 
or pcrhap~ call up more information about the story in the 
Ulagazi nc proper. 

3 Teletext and viewdata 

In Britain the commercial tckvision network operates a 
new~ and information service, cilllcd Oracle, which ha~ 
exactly the same technical standards as CEEFAX and the 
word teletext is used to describe the techniques developed for 
broadcasting both CEEFAX and Oracle. Both services arc 
provided nationwide and operate throughout the television 
day from 8.30in the morning until after midnight. 

A related development whose future is closely linked with 
teletext is the British Post Office's viewdata system, Prestcl. 
Instead of a broadcast signal, viewdata uses the ordinary 
telephone line to carry informalion to the television receiver. 
Vicwdata uses the same display standard as teletext and so 
the number of extra circuits needed in the television set is 
few. The main extra circuits for decoding viewdata are an 
interface to connect between the telephone line and the 
television set and a microprocessor to assemble the asyn
chronous data signal inlo a form acceptable to the decoder. 

When it gets into full swing Preslel may have a data base 
of some 100,000 pages. It may offer the business world easy 
acc.:ess to detailed catalogue information which could be 
right up-to-date. It could eventually replace the printed 
telephone directory. It can offer two-way communication 
because ic uses a personal telephone line and the British Post 
Office has also successfully interconnected Prestel and the 
public telex network. 

4 Availability of teletext receivers 

We have now had a lot of experience of broadcasting 
CEEF AX - we have been providing up-to-date in formation 
seven days a week since September 1974. Until recently, 
however, there were not many teletext receivers available 10 

the public. But now that the receiver industry has completed 
its market research and development work, teletext receivers 
designed for mass production are on the market. 

In Britain the rent.ing of lelevision sets is very popular and 
rental customers can now have teletext for a small additional 
charge. 
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5 Teletext abroad 

We are, of course, very interested in teletext developments in 
other countries and are gratified that so many overseas 
broadcasters have visited us lo see and discuss CEEF AX. 
Also we have been pleased to help with advice and the loan 
of equipment for experimental CEEFAX-type services. 

Sweden and Germany are showing great interest in 
CEEFAX - in Germany the interest includes viewdata -
and in the southern hemisphere Australia is very active. 
There is great interest in the United States and work lo adapt 
teletext to their 525-line system is in hand. Japan and some 
of the Arab states would like w have teletext but some 
problems associated with displaying their wriuen languages 
have to be solved. 

We have already established that CEEF AX travels well 
over the Eurovision network and all that is needed for 
regular transmissions between European countries is the 
provision of appropriate routing equipment. 

One of the most importam aspects of international 
teletext is, of conrse, the ability of the system to cope with 
foreign alphabets. Doubts were expressed about this ability 
in many quarters but they should have been resolved by 
recent work and demonstrations of how simple it is lo 
extend the UK teletext code Lo accommodate the accented 
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characters used in many non-English alphabets•. On the 
occasion of the International Broadcasting Convention in 
London last September we displayed teletext pages in 
English and four other European languages. 

6 Future development 

Our first objective was to make full use of the opportuni1y 
to transmit data. The CEEF AX codes were chosen 10 give 
the highest data rate consistent with Europe's 625-linc 
50-field television system. The signals are rugged. There is 
built-in error correction and the teletext signal can be 
received by all who can receive television. 

The system is designed to permit development of new 
facilities without out-dating existing decoders. Many 
attractive new ideas may be added by receiver designers to 
take advantage of the control information which is 
broadcast along with the CEEFAX messages. Simple 
receivers need not attempt lo display every possibility and so 
there is already a choiee of reeei~·er options and this choice 
will grow. 

On the editorial front, many developments are possible 
and one of these, CEEFAX subtitling for the deaf, is so 
important that I deal with it separately later. We have still to 
exploit fully the use of texts for teaching purposes. 
CEEFAX can be used as a supplement to cdut.:ational 
television programmes on the same ehannel. It can be used 
10 reveal the answers 10 problems. It eould also play a pan in 
programmed text methods of tca<.:hing. 

CEEFAX has so far been used mainly for information 
and we ha~·e not seriously tried it for entertainment. Jokes, 
drawings and puzzles could provide light-heaned 
distract.ion. We have used crossword puzzles, with small 
prizes for the first correct solutions opened, as a means of 
studying the spread of CEEF AX throughout Britain. 

It would be possible to offer serialised fiction or poetry on 
sequential pages for more serious entertainment. In this case 
the sequence would begin at a fixed time, say at the 
beginning of each hour. 

Every CEEF AX page displays the correct time and 
already there are receivers on the market which extract the 

• BBC Engineering 108, De.::cmbcr 1977, page 2 
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time information from the CEEFAX data and display it 
superimposed on the top right-hand corner o f the television 
picture. 

A viewer can also arrange for any page lo be stored at any 
minute of the day. If we change the information on a page 
of a particular number every minute, the viewer can pre
select the page containing informal ion that he knows will be 
sent out at that time. We can use this technique to supply 
information that does not need to be updated very often. 

So far, receivers can store only one page, but the option 
could be used in conjunction with stores capable of holding 
many pages. We could 1hus expand a single CEEFAX 
magazine to thousands of pages without making any 
changes in the technical system we have today and without 
affeeting the speed of delivery of the main part of our 
present serviee. With a suitable interface, the storage might 
even be on a da[a cassette recorder. One simple step forward 
is already on its way. A manufacturer of decoders has in 
hand the development of a decoder with additional one-page 
stores so [hat the viewer could preselect and be gaining 
access to one page while he is reading another. 

There is a category of developments which will use the 
CEEFAX data stream to control electronic processes 
associated with the receiver. The simplesl example is the 
sending of data to redefine the character set to be employed 
in the reeciver display. This would permit new applica1ions 
such as broadcasts in unusual languages and the d isplay of 
mathematical symbols. We can anticipate using the 
CEEFAX data stream to program a microprocessor in the 
receiver to give computing facilities, for example to calculate 
lax returns, play television 'games' - or help with lhc 
children's homework! In effect we can use the CEEFAX 
data stream to temporarily conven the receiver into a small 
and versatile home computer. 

All these things are possible without disturbing conven
tional CEEFAX transmissions and without making today' s 
CEEFAX receivers redundant. 

There will be those who will want a 'hard copy' print-Out 
and we have developed a machine to provide one. Possibly 
1he business world will find 1his particularly valuable and it 
seems likely that one of lhc first applications will be in a 
business terminal for teletext and viewdata. 

The CEEFAX editorial team is eager to continue the 
development and improvement of lhe comcnts of the maga
zines and some of the improvemems will require additional 
engineering support, which we hope to provide soon. In 
addition to the local services I have menlioncd, we have 
already fed some pages directly into the CEEFAX magazine 
from outside broadcast locat.ions. For the future, we may 
need a special CEEFAX oursidc broadcast vehicle, with a 
VDU and facilities for connection to the CEEFAX computer 
along telephone lines or by radio link. We could also have 
briefcase-size VDUs whit.:h our reporters could opera le from 
a 1elephone box or from a commentary position. 

7 Subtitling for the deaf 

With the aid of CEEFAX, deaf people could be helped to get 
much greater enjoyment from television programmes, 
because the CEEFAX computer could be used to make 
available a much more comprehensive subt itling service than 

I 
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1 ✓4 ------------------FIDRDCIAL new5 WORLD OIL news 
QUEENSLAND WELL FLOWS 1,QQQ BARRELS PD 

Bl'i dge O i I sa•~ that t hi£- i I" Boggo Cl"ee k 
No 2 uel I i r, sou then, Queensland f louoe-d 
45. 5 degl"eE- API gl"avi t•~ oi I at the l"ate 
of 1,000 bal"l"els a day thl"ough a 3✓8-
inch SUl"face choke dur i ng a two-hour 
open hole test last Friday. 

The ue-1 I has been dr i I led to a depth of 
6,330ft and 5. 5-;nch product ion casing 
l"U n in. 

Once the uel I is ready fol" product ion, 
further tests u, 11 be- neede-d to measure 
the comMercia l significance of the 
discovery. 

International News 124 

Japanese Growth Seen Rising To 6 . 3pc 
Japan's real gl"outh ui I I average 5 . 8pc 
in the 1977-85 period and rise to 6 . 3pc 
in 1'.9186-90 , according to the-National 
Institute fol" EconoMic Roe-search in 
Tokyo. 

US Export Mission For Japan 
US Secretary of ComMerce, Mrs ,Juanita 
Kreps, is to head a IJS export mission 
to Japan on October 1. 

National To Discuss PanAm TerMs 
The National Airlines Board is to meet 
in Neu York tomorrow to consider terms 
for the proposed merger with PanAm. 

In a moment Mol"e lntoe-l"nat i onal Neus 
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looking at a method of immediate subtitling th rough the 
CEEFAX system, using the long-established Palantypc 
shorthand writing machine. The BBC has designed an 
electric Palanlype machine and is collabo rating with 
Leicester Polytechnic in experiments in which the Palantype 
operator, transcribing programme speech imo shorthand, 
mah-s a d irect entry to a computer which in turn translates 
the shorthand back to English and feed s it through 
CEEFAX to the subtitle page. What the Leicester 
Polytechnic mathematicians have done is LO devise a com
puter program which in effec1 pro\'idcs a compu1er dic
tionary in which the Palantype symbols arc 'looked up' to 
derive 1he equivalent English word. Remarkable rcsuhs have 
already been achieved, with good protection against errors 
and phonetic ambiguity and we a re o ptimistic about the 
process. There are, of course, p roblems of staffing and 
finance but it is clear chat we are well on the way to a 
workable system. 

is possible at present. The provision o f subtitles was very 
much in mind when we designc:d CEEFAX. The system 
allows the superimposition of subtitles on the programme 
picture at any time, that is, without waiting their turn in the 
sequence in which the CEEFAX rows and pages are trans- 8 
milted. The deaf viewer would call up the appropriate 
CEEFAX page a nd the subtitles would automatically appear 

Conclusion 

CEEFAX has now been o n the air for more than five years 
and interest in it is growing rapidly. We have acquired a lot 
o f engineering and editorial experience. The CEEF AX 
signal is rugged and can be decoded satisfactorily under 
cond itions when the televis ion picture signal is badly 
degraded. Our editorial colleagues have become expert at 
producing attractive pages which exploit all the available 
characters and graphics facilities and in colour - which, 
unfortunately, cannot be reproduced in the accompanying 
illustrat ions. There is no doubt that CEEFAX is providing a 
valuable additional service and has a very b right future . 

on his sc reen; they would not be mixed with the programme 
video signal and so would be available at the viewer's 
option. 

That part is relatively simple and the real difficulty lies in 
preparing the subtitle information. If the programme is 
sc ripted in advance, as in drama, it is easy eno ugh lo write 
succinct subtitles, although the process is slow and therefore 
expensive. But a lot of television is not scripted, o r is not 
prepared sufficiently far in advance to give time for the 
editoria l process of composing subtit les. We are therefore 

Experimental tel_evision subtitling for the hard-of-hearing 

DlJJ0 Television Centre r-----------------------------------------7 
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Perceptible Levels of Audio-frequency Tones in the 
Presence of Programme 

D. J. Whythe, B Sc., Ml i\CGi 

Summary: SubJecc1ve tests have been cameo out to assess 1',e relat'onship oetvveen the level and 
the frequency of interrupted tones that would cause 'percept:ble' and ',us: perceptible' 1ntertere"ce 
when added to programme signals. One set of tests was conducteo entirely at baseband frequenc:es_ 
using a high-quBhty monitoring loudspeaker, wJ7ile othe· sets used modu'atea signals reproduced by a 
stereo tuner with a l1igh-quality ioudspeaker and by battery-operated portable receivers 

Tests so for have been on a smal scale but ter11at1ve recommendations a·e made 'or the maxirna1,1 
levels et which such tones could be added to wograncmes broadcast 1rom i\M and FM transmitters 

1 Introduction 
2 Method of test 

2.1 General 
2.2 Tests at baseband frequencies 
2.3 Tests using modulated carriers 
2.3.1 Speech programme 
2.3.2 Tone programme 

3 Discussion of results 
4 Conclusions 
5 References 

1 Introduction 

The possibility of adding data signals imperceptibly to AM 
and FM sound-broadcast transmissions is currently being 
considered by broadcasdng authorlties in various parts of 
the world .1 •2·3•4 

Such data signals could provide broadcast programmes 
with an identification or 'data label' that could be decoded 
in receivers and used in various ways. Simple receivers may 
merely affinu. by means of a visual dis.play, the station or 
programme that has been sele('.ted. More sophisticated 
receivers, on the other hand, may tune automaticaHy to 
some chosen station or programme material, perhaps even 
according to some preset plan determined by the listener. 

Data signals could also provide a means for transmitting 
simple message& for visual dis.play on receivers. 
Supplementary information broadcast in this way could 
ind ude news flashes or the time: there arc many 
possibilities. 

Various methods have been described by which the data 
signals may be added to the broadcast programmes~,:- One 
method, which has the advantage of being the same for both 
AM and FM broadcasts, is to add the data to the broadcast 
programme signals at a level low enough to be subliminal 
relative to normal programme volume. The experiments. 
described in this article were performed to discover what 
that level should be. 

2 Method of test 

2.1 General 

The form of the data signals has nor yet been decided but the 
most stringent form could probably be represented by using 
interrupted tones at various frequencies. According]y the 
arrangement shown in figure l was adopted for adding the 
tone to the programme, The tone was interrupted for one 
Se('.Ond at two-second intervals but~ in order to remove 
switching transients, the interrupted tone was fed through a 
tunable bandpass filter, runed to rhe frequency of the tone 
being used and having the response shown in figure 2. lt may 
readily be shown that the amplitude of each tone burst at the 
output of such a filter increases exponential!)', reaching a 
times its steady-state vilue after n cycles of the tone burst 
where 

n = (Qin) log, 1/(h>) 

Ou 

programme 15k ~ z 

source 

10Hz •nlerruptor tunable 
to 

15 kHz 

dB 

peak programme 
meter 

+ 

t 

lo 

loudspeaker 

or 'Tied ulotor 
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Fig. 2 Normalised arrplitudc/f,eqLencv response of tunable 
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and Q is the ratio of the centre frequency of the filter to its 
3 dB bandwidth. For the filter shown in figure 2, the value 
of Q was about JO. Thus the amplitude of each tone burst 
increases to about 90% of its steady•state value during the 
first seven cycles of each burst, independently of the 
frequency of the tone. In the case of the lowest.frequency 
tone used the amplitude will reach more than 95% of the 
steady.state value in the one second available. 

The added tone would probably be most perceptible 
during the syllabic pauses of speech. The programme chosen 
for the tests was therefore a passage with normal syllabic 
pauses read by a selection of male and female announcers. 
Subjective tests were performed first at baseband 
frequencies and, later, with the combined programme•plus• 
interrupted•tone modulating either the amplitude or the 
frequency of a carrier which was fed to a selection of 
receivers. 

All the tests were performed in a quiet listening room 
about 7 m x 4 m x 3 m high. 

2.2 Tests at baseband frequencies 

For the tests at baseband frequencies, the combined 
programme•plus•interrupted•tone (see figure l) was fed 
directly to a high.quality monitoring loudspeaker type 
LS5/5A. Five experienced listeners took part in the tests, 
each of whom in turn sat, first, directly in rront of the 
loudspeaker and I· 5 m from it and second, near to one wall 
of the room and about 3 · 6 m (diagonally) from the 
loudspeaker. These two positions (described as position I 
and position 2 respectively) were chosen in order to assess 
the degree to which acoustic standing-wave patterns in the 
room might affect the results. At each position, the listener 
was able to move his head in order to obtain the most 
stringent result, 

Peak programme level was taken to correspond to a 
reading of 6 on the peak programme meter (PPM) shown in 

14 

TABLE 1 

Perceptibility of added tone for two listening positions 
---·--

Levels of interrupted tone (averages for either 2 or 5 
Frequency listeners, see text) dB relative to peak programme 
of volume, for subjective grading 
tone 'Just perceptible' 'Perceptible' 

--~·-- ------- ------ -·----
Position 1 Position 2 Position 1 Position 2 

10 Hz >O >O >O >O 
20 Hz -9·8 -8·2 -5·4 -5·8 
30Hz -15·0 -14·4 -11·8 -11·4 
40Hz -25·2 -25· 4 -20· 2 -20·6 
50Hz -38·6 -41·0 -34· 8 -3fr4 

100Hz -48·6 -47·6 -43· 4 -43·6 
200Hz -49·8 -52·8 -45· 6 -47·6 

1 kHz -69·6 -70·4 -61·0 -65·4 
2kHz -70·8 -67·8 -6fr 6 -62·2 

10kHz -70· 5 -RO -66·5 -65· 5 
12 kHz -72·5 -69· 5 -65·0 -6(J.5 
14 kHz -68· 5 -64· 5 -65·0 --59· 5 
----- - - -· 

figure I and the level of the programme was set to peak to 5 
(in accordance with normal practice for speech). The level of 
the interrupted tone was set so that, when attenuator l was 
set to O dB, the presence of the tone caused the PPM to read 
6 in the absence of programme. Thus the level of the speech 
programme was set so as to peak 4 dB below peak 
programme level and the setting of attenuator 1 indicated 
the level of the interrupted tone relative to peak programme 
level, i.e. to the peaks which would occur with a music 
programme. 

Each listener in turn set the loudspeaker volume as 
required (in the absence of the interrupted tone) and then, 
with the interrupted tone set to a chosen frequency, was asked 
to adjust attenuator I until he judged the disturbance to be, 
first, 'just perceptible' and then, 'perceptible but not 
disturbing'. The settings of attenuator 1 were noted in each 
case. 

The spread of results between the five listeners was small 
when the frequency of the interrupted tone was 2 kHz or 
lower but, at frequencies of IO kHz or above, the two 
younger listeners (22·25 years) made judgments which were 
similar to each other but very much more demanding than 
those of the other three. The results presented are therefore 
the average for five listeners for frequencies of 2 kHz or 
lower, and the average for the two younger listeners for 
frequencies of IO kHz or higher. These averages are given, 
for the two listening positions, in table I. 

Table I shows that the differences hetween the individual 
results at the two listening positions were small and evenly 
scattered, with no obvious trends over particular ranges of 
frequency and, in particular, very small indeed when 
averaged over all frequencies. The result at each frequency 
was therefore taken to be the average for the two positions 
and this is plotted as a function of frequency in figure 3. For 
comparison purposes, the normal equal.loudness contour6 

for a frontally.incident free field .. is also shown, adjusted in 
absolute level to agree with the subjective result for 'just 
perceptible' at I kHz. Agreement is reasonably good at all 
other frequencies, particularly at those below I kHz. 

·Tbe correction for a diffuse field of equaJ loudness7 , is considered 
negligible in the present context. 
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2.3 Tests using modulated carriers 

2.3.1 Speech programme 

Tests similar to those described in section 2.2 were 
performed for which the programme-plus-interrupted-tone 
(see figure 1) was used to modulate either the amplitude or 
the frequency of a carrier which was then fed to a suitable 
receiver. The tests invorving frequency modulation were 
monophonic using 50 µs pre-emphasis in accordance with 
standard UK broadcast procedure. Because the speech 
programme had been llmlted before retarding no further 
limiter was required for either type of modulation. Peak 
programme level (i.e. PPM reading 6) was set tO produce 
90% modulation depth when using amplitude modulation, 
or ± 34· l6 kH2 deviation at 400 Hz (i.e. 90% of 
± 31·96 kHz, the normal peak deviation of monophonic 
programme) when using frequency modulation. In the same 
way as for the tests described in section 2.2, the level of the 
speech programme was set to peak to 5 on the PPM and the 
level of the interrupted mne was set so that. when attenuator 
1 was set to 0 dB. the presence of tl:1e tone caused the PPM 
to read 6 in the absence of programme, Thus the settjng of 
attenuator 1 indicated the level of the interrupted tone 
relative to peak programme level and, after modulating, the 
peak modulation corresponding to peak-programme-level
plus-interrupted-rone would not exceed 100% provided 
attenuator 1 was set to 19 dB or more, Just as in soction 2.2 
this, too, refers to the peaks which would occur with a music 
programme. 

For lhe tests. three receivers were used in turn. For 
amplitude modulation a battery-operated portable (receiver 

1) with its built -in loudspeaker, and an AM /FM tuner 
(receiver 2) feeding a BBC loudspeaker type LSS/5,.\, were 
used. For frequency modulation a low-cost battery-operated 
portable {receiver .3) was used. The results obt,alned ,vith this 
small selection of receivers are regarded as sufficiently 
reliable for the present purpose but further tests using a 
larger selection might be necessary before firm decisions are 
taken about the addition of data signals to broadcast 
programmes. 

The tests were conducted in the same way as those 
described in sectiot1 2.2, but with each listener in turn sitting 
only in position I. Furthennore, each listener was asked to 
assess only the 'just perceptible' level of interrupted tone 
during the speech programme. Four experienced listeners 
rook part in the tests involving the portable receivers but 
only one in the tests involving the AM/FM tuner. The 
judgments of this single listener, however, had previously 
been found to accord wen with those of the other four. The 
results, shown in figure 4, are the averages for the four 
listeners or the assessments of the single listener as 
appropriate, When using AM the highest frequency for the 
interrupred tone was 2 kHz but, when using FM, frequencies 
up to 14 kHz were used, At frequendes of 10 kHz and 
above. the results shown in figure 4 are the assessments of 
only one listener, namely one of the two mentioned in 
section 2.2 whose judgments were particularly stringent at 
those frequencies. 

2.3.2 Tone programme 

figure 4 shows that very high level, of low.frequency tones 
can be added imperceptibly to a speech programme. Vii-'hen 
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TABLE2 

Perceptibility of interrupted tone in the presence of a steady tone 

-·---
Levels of 

interrupted 
tone 

fre<auencyof relative to 
Type of Type of interrupted eve! of 400 Hz 

Receiver No loudspeaker modulation tone !Hz) steady tone 
(dBi tor 'just 
perceptible' 

effect* 
---· 

10 -25· 5 

No.2 L$5/5A AM 
20 ···25 
30 ·25· 5 
40 -24·5 

i 10 -19 

' 
20 -14· 5 

No.3 LS5t5A FM 
30 -14·5 
40 ·14 

10 - 17 

No.3 Own FM 20 -17 
in-built 30 -15·5 

40 -16·5 

10 -14 

No.4 LS5!5A AM 20 -15 
30 ·15 
40 -17 5 - -··~·--

*The level of the steady tone was set to correspond to 90% 
modulation depth, Thus the addition of the interrupted tone at 
relative levels greater than -19 dB woukl cause modulation <lepths 
greeter than 100%. 

for its inferior performance in this respect although the 
distortion was not such as 10 cause marked impairment to 
normal programme reproduction. 

0 20 40 60 80 100 3 Discussion ofresults 
modulal1on depth at 1 kHz, % 

Fig. 5 H:JrfYlO'!JC distortioP of Receiver 2 as a function of 
0',Ud-Jl;,•io•, rjep\h 

such high levels are used the tones may modulate the 
programme as a result of non~Hoearity and hence cause a 
'warbling' effect which would probably be most perceptible 
on programmes containing sustained chords. Such a 
programme could reasonably be simulared by continuous 
tone. 

Accordingly. a brief experiment was performed by two 
experienced listeners to assess the 'just perceptible' levels of 
the low-frequency interrupted tone against a background of 
400 Hz steady tone at 900Jo modulation depth. Three 
receivers were used, receivers 2 and 3 which had been used 
for the tests described In section 2.3, l and a BBC high" 
qualit:, medium-wa\ie check-receiver (receiver 4). The 
average results for the two listeners are given in table 2. They 
show not only that the frequency of the interrupted tone wm, 
of little consequence bul also that, for receivers 3 and 4, the 
interrupted tone became noticeable only when the peak 
modulation del}th of the steady tone and the interrupted 
tone together exceeded IOO~o. The performance of receiver 2 
was markedly inferior but subsequent tests shoVred that 
particular recei'.·er to cause the rather high levels of 
harmonic distortion shown in figure 5. This could account 
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The measured variation with frequency of the perceptible 
level of interrupted tone is in good agreement with the 
normal equal~loudness contour (see figure 3). These levels 
were established at baseband frequencies on the basis of per~ 
ceptibiJity during a speech programme. This is likely to 
correspond to the most stringent case under pracrical 
modulation conditions over the great majority of the tone~ 
frequency range but, at very low frequencies where the 
results given in figure 3 would permit high levels of 
interrupted r.one a lower limit may. on certain programmes, 
be determined by intermodulation between the tone and the 
programme. In this regime, the most critical programme is 
likely to be musk involving sustained chords, This lower 
limit would be determined by intermodulation within 
receivers and. so far, too few receivers have been tested to 
provide a reliable result. f\everrheless, the effect appears to 
be small in that it did not occur at all on two of the three 
receivers tested (i.e. it was not perceptible until the peak 
modulation depth exceeded JOOOJ'o). Receiver 2, on which it 
\.\'aS noticeable, was found to have a rather poor distortion 
characteristic and hence may not be typical from this point 
of view. Furthermore, the effect was noticeable only on tone 
modulation, simulating sustained chords at 900/o 
modulation depth, and not on speech (see figure 4)t even on 
this rather poor receiver. 



It therefore appears reasonable, if data signats are to be 
added to AM broadcasts, to add them at kvels derived from 
figure 3 but with the additional restriction that the level 
should not exceed -20 dB relative to peak programme 
level, even for low-frequency data. Por FM broadcasts (both 
mono and stereo) a similar constraint may be necessary fo 
order both to prevent over-deviation and as a precaution 
agatnst possible similar intermodulation effects in FM 
receivers, 

4 Conclusions 

Most of the work described in this article was based on the 
assumption that data signals added to a broadcast 
programme would be most perceptible during silent periods 
of the programme. Provided this assumption is valid the 
results shown in figure 3 are appropriate when deciding 
upon the permissible levels of added tones. Intermodulation 
with the programme may dominate, however, if lo·w~ 
frequency signals are added at the levels shown in figure 3, 
particularly on programmes involving sustained chords. For 
this reason it is recommended that, if signals are to be added 
to either AM or FM broadcast programmes, their levds 
should not exceed the levels shown in figure 3, with the 
further restriction that no signals should exceed a level of 
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-20 dB, relative to peak programme level, even for very 
low-rrequency data, Since only a few receivers have so far 
been tested, however, this should be regarded as a tentative 
recommendation, subject to re~examination if the proposals 
ro add data signals to broadcast programmes are to be 
pursued, It would also be necessary, of course, to make the 
appropriate reduction in either peak modulation depth at 
AM transmitters or peak deviation at FM transmitters. due 
to the programme. This reduction would be small and could 
best be done by slightly reducing the maximum output level 
from the programme limiter at some point in Lheprogramme 
chain prior to the addition of the data signals. 
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BBC Radio Facilities in the United States of America 

S. Christie 

L:=itely Senior Eng1nfoer. Nevv York Office 

Summary: The BBC has taken advantage ol the wide range ol facilities of the Bell System and of the 
keen competItIon of other organisations to establish a communications system in the USA (chiefly in 
New York) and between New York and London to provide valuable services at a modest cost. 

A studio and control room at the BBC's New York headquarters are linked permanently to small 
studios at the United Nations building, to 1he BBC's Washington office, to London, and to 1he homes 
of the New York and Washington correspondents, as well as being open to temporary access from 
telephone lines all over the USA. Many ol the facilities can be set up In the absence of staff at the 
New York headquarters by using simple remote control equipment in Washington or London. 

1 Introduction 
2 Background 

2.1 FCC Regulations 
2.2 Bell System facilities 
2.3 Special telephone equipment 
2.3.1 Touch-tone switching 
2.3.2 Telephone coupler 
2.3.3 New York office telephone installation 

3 Installations and facilities 
3. l Main sites 
3.2 Leased circuits 
3.2.1 New York/London 
3.2.2 New York/Washington 
3.3 Remote switching 
3.4 Washington Telecommunications Equipment 
3.5 Outside Broadcasts 

4 Further developments 
4.1 Washington studio 
4.2 New York studio 
4.3 New York/Washington leased circuit 

1 Introduction 

BBC uses a system of communications and programme 
circuits linking Washington, New York, and London. There 
is also a we1J-equipped studio at the New York office 
premises, as well as simple studio facilities elsewhere. 

2 Background 

1n order to appreciate the nature of the facilities used by the 
BBC it is necessary to understand some of the characteristics 
of the communications services available in the USA. 

2.1 FCC Regulations 

The FCC (Federal Communications Commission) 
Regulations permit private communications companies to 
compete with the huge national Bell System in providing 
specific services between major cities (often at substantially 
lower cost) and in allowing interconnection of Beil telephone 
equipment with a varied range of customer-supplied 
interfaces. The BBC makes use of this situation in, for 
example, the leasing of the microwave channels between 
New York and Washington and the Western Union 
International satellite circuit between New York and 
London. 

News from North America is often of interest to British 2.2 Bell System facilities 
audiences and frequent contributions to news bulletins and 
current affairs programmes are made by correspondents on 
the other side of the Atlantic. Regular features, such as 
Alistair Cooke's popular 'Letter from America', are also 
required. Items not wanted for broadcasting wHhin the UK 
are handled for the BBC's overseas broadcasts to all parts of 
the world. 

To satisfy these requirements for rapid access to news and 
for facilities for the produclion of radio programmes, the 
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The success of the BBC undertaking lies in combining the 
utilisation of such cheaper facil-ities with the exploitation of 
other services provided by Bell. The Bell System has invested 
extensively in rapid touch-tone computer-switched signalling 
systems and in high-quality satellite links. As a result, it is 
normally possible to dial direct to most parts of the w01ld in 
a fraction of the time taken to place a caJl from Europe and 
this is used to good advantage by Radio News since the call 
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can be recorded in New York and replayed over the 
permanent circult to London. In addition , it is possible to 
carry out an 013 using a telephone coupler (see section 2.3.2) 
on the public telephone network with only slightly lower 
quality than that available from a specially pro\'ided line, 
but at a very much lower cost . For instance, the line costs 32 
cents per hour for each mile: a 2,500-mile line would 
therefore cost $800 per hour. A peak-rate telephone call over 
the same distance costs $25 per hour. 

2.3 Special telephone equipment 

Several facilities of the Bell System play an important part in 
the overall operation. 

2.3.1 Touch-tone switching 

Switching in the Bell System is commonly carried out by 
two-tone voice-frequency signalling using a twelve-key 
matrix in place of I he traditional dial. The touch-tone 
encoder, shown in figure I, is basically a keyboard that 
swi tches the frequencies of two oscillators feeding a 
combined zero-level output. Each row of keys corresponds 
10 one of four frequencies for the low-frequency osci llator 
(between 697 Hz and 941 Hz) and each column corresponds 
to one of th ree frequencies for the high-frequency oscillator 
(between 1209 Hz and I 477 Hz). 

2.3.2 Telephone coupler 

Loudspeaking telephones used on conference calls require a 
high degree of separation between incoming and outgoing 
signals on the two-wire local end and the Bell System has a 
unit for this purpose, the 50A Conference Set, illus trated in 
figure 2. 

This is a sophisticated telephone coupler providing a high
level line output and two switchable mierophone-levl:I inpu ts 
controlled by AGC. It balances automatically, usually to an 
effective separation o f 30-35 dB, and is reasonably portable. 
It requires a mains supply but will work into a s tandard 
telephone socket anywhere in the United States or Canada. 

2.3.3 New York office telephone installation 

The tekphone installation in the New York office is a 
Tele/ Resources System 32 which is connected to 14 Bell 
System trunk lines (via an approved interface), three lease 
lines, and two off-premises extem,ions. The system is quite 
unusual in design and its ability to operate on pre
programmed logic (both ROM am! manual strapping) is an 
important feature. 

Connections between input and output ports arc made by 
a time-division-multiplex switch, sampling each source al a 
12· 5 kHz rate. Each source and destination is controlled by 
logic gatci; driven by the decoded output of one or more of 
three synchronously stepped shift registers - 'orig inate' , 
'conference', and 'terminate'. The equipment is shown in 
figure :3. 
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Fig. 4 The main COIWOI roo·r, 11\ Ilic i\c•.'C York $'.Jd10 

Fig. 5 'lS1de the Ne,v York S\tJdl(J 
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Fig. 6 New York studo Cub<cle 8 . 

3 Installations and facilities 

3.1 Main sites 

The chief installation is a small studio in the New York 
office. The main control room includes a telephone
equipment and line-termination cubicle. A Neve four-group 
desk can be seen in front of the studio window (figure 4 ) and 
the racks to the left of the desk house remote switching 
equipment. Figure 5 shows the inside of the studio. 

The Cubicle B (figure 6) can duplicate many of the 
facilities of the main control room but the Ne\'e two-group 
desk is used mostly for longer recording sessions and the 
edit.ing and compilation of feature packages. Alistair 
Cooke's world-famous 'Lener from America' is recorded 
here. 

The installation has permanent links to the six remote 
locations listed below. 
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-The New York Radio Correspondent's home Fig. 7 The stud,o " ' !he BBC':; W;,sh,r ~11or off,ce. 

'studio'. 
- The New York Radio Producer's home ' studio'. 
- The National Publie Radio (NPR) Network in 

Washington via its office in New York. 
- The Washington Radio Correspondent' s home 

'studio'. This is fed through the studio at the 
Washington office. 

-The DDC's Washington office (figure 7). 
- The BBC's United Nations office (figure 8). 

The installations at the New York home 'studios' and a t 
the United Nations office are essentially similar and consist 
of a simple mixer and two tape decks, and feed a wide-band 
line (with a narrow-band return cue line) to the New York 
office. A combined MF, VHF/ FM, and television band 
tuner is used as a source for recording broadcasts from the 
American networks. 

Fig. 8 A s1ud1:i at 1t1e BBC's United Nat,ons olf1ce n 11s studio 
overlooks the Security Council - a smaller stud,o 
overlooks the Ge'leral Assembly 
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3.2 Leased circuits 

Permanent circuits arc leased between New York and 
London and between New York and Washington . Figure 9 
illustrates their use. 

3.2.1 New York/London 

A 4 kHz satellite circuit is leased from Western Union 
International. The 4 kH z is divided into a 2· 6 kHz speech 
band and two teleprinter channels. The speech channel is 
used in four-wire form for broadcasting, but can be 
switched via four-10-two-wire converters at each end for 
telephone use. The circuit then terminates at Television 
Centre PBX in London and as an extension of the 
Tele/Resources telephone system in New York. Precise 
control of transmilted levels is essential because the average 
signal-to-noise ratio of the speech channel is only 32 dD with 
very litlle headroom . 

3.2.2 New York / Washington 

Two circuits arc leased on a microwave system owned and 
operated by Microwave Communications Incorporated 
(MCI). One operates as an extension of the Tele/ Resources 
system termina ting at the Washington end as a local 
telephone number. Thus, an office call between New York 
and the Washington area (a distance of 220 miles) using this 
circuit is charged as a local call. 

The second cireuit provides a straightforward speech 
channel (350 Hz-4 kHz) between the New York and 
Wa~hington offices. 

3.3 Remote switching 

Touch-tone encoders are used in a number of locations for 
remote cont rol o f operating conditions in London and New 
York as described below. 
London: When the New York installation is switehed to the 
automatic (unstaffed) mode switching can be controlled 
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Fig. 11 r t·ii 1/\'ash ,ngtor· Corresooraenr s home 1crrrinc1 for :iii! 
Nc•N York rr. Icrov·1Jvc; cIrcuI~ 

Fig. 12 Th• \/·:,,~;Ii rl½ton oru: ro 1e•1·w1at 'or tht- Ne•,-, Yool, 
m C'O\V~VC rircull 

3.4 Washington Telecommunications Equipment 

The Washington Correspondent' s home terminal uses 
touch-tone codes to switch the MC I circuit to New York into 
the programme mode. Onee this is achieved, he can exercise 
full control of the transatlantic system. The equipmem 
concerned at his home is shown in figure 11 and the 
corresponding equipment at the Washington studio in 
figure 12. 

either from Foreign News Traffic in Broadcasting House o r 3.5 Outside Broadcasts 
the control room in Dush House. The transatlantic circuit 
can be switched either 10 the Tele / Resources system which 
provides a number of feeds (for example, extens ion 470 is a 
line feed o f C BS 88, a twenty-four-hour news service) or via 
the remote line source selector to any o f the remote studios. 
New York: The London end of the transa tlantic circuit can 
be switched between the PBX at the Television Centre and 
Foreign News Traffic at Broadcasting House (sec figure 9) 
and this switching can be controlled from the control room 
at the New York office. Access to the Tele/ Resources system 
can be obtained from a standard Bell System telephone 
equipped with touch-tone facilities anywhere in the United 
States: this provides a remote engineering supervisory 
facility. An outline or the principal connections at the New 
York office is given in figure 10. 

Mobility is important, so OB operations are based ou small 
Shure mixers . In a typical case, two or mo re of these arc 
used to provide a particular mix, often after being flown as 
luggage 2,000 miles or more across the United States. At a 
recent radio sports 08 in Las Vegas, two of these four • 
channel units were used as the programme mixer feeding 
New York via a 50A telephone coupler and telephone line. 
Another coupler installed in rhe New York Control Room 
fed standard narrow-band circuits across the Atlantic. 

4 Further developments 

Three main projects arc in progress or have recently been 
completed. 
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4.1 Washington studio 

A modified 5402 Neve console mounted in a specially made 
desk has been installed and has improved the facilities 
available (sec figure 13). 

4.2 New York studio 

Stereo dubbing and listening equipment is being installed in 
Cubicle B. 
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4.3 New York/Washington leased circuit 

Various methods of improving the low-frequency re~pon!,e 
of the MCI channel (including replacement by alternative 
facilities) have been under consideration for some time. One 
possible method is to use a double modulation process that 
raises the audio spectrum by 250 Hz at the transmit end and 
a corresponding process to restore it to normal at the receive 
end. The necessary equipment is currently undergoing trials 
on the circuit. 
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A UHF Talkback System for Television Studios 

A.H. B. Bower, MA,CEng ,MIEE 

T. J. Wade, MA, C Eng' MIEE 

Designs D~partrnf:'r1L 

Summary: A short-range two way radio >ink has been des gned for use in television studios to 
orov1de commun1cation between floor ,nanagers and pcoducers The ocrtable transceiver has low 
::lower cons•Jrnption ever though the svstem operates continuous!v. VVidely spaced frequencies are 
;.,,Sed for the two di:-ections of uar1sm1ss1on so that filtering 1s s:mole and 2.s cnanv as poss·ble or the 
circuit fu-nct ons are car•ied oct in t:1e base equipment to minimise the size and we gh: of t"e oortable 
transceiver. 

Add,uonal charne's are ava·laole so :hat similar equipment may be used sirnu'taneously by, sav. 
sound and lighting superv'sors. 

1 Introduction 
2 Requirements for a new system 
3 The portable transceiver 
4 The base station 
5 Operational experience 
6 Reference 

1 Introduction 

Television produaion is controlled from a room completely 
separate from the •audio so that the producer's voice is not 
picked up in the programme sound. The producerjs require
ments are conveyed (silently) to the performers by a floor 
manager who can hear his (the producer's) voke on head
phones. Initially the headphones were on a long lead but this 
was cumbersome and a natural development was to replace 
the lead by a radio link. 

This was tried in the early nineteen-fifties1 with an 
ampliwde-modulated transmitter on about 60 MHz together 
with a self-quenching super-regenerative receiver empioying 
battery valves. The system worked satisfactorily and a 
funher advance was the introduction of a solid-state receiver 
in 1961. A transmitter using transistors followed some years 
later. 

The system gave many years of service bur had certain 
drawbacks. Super-regenerative receivers have poor 
selectivity and so lead to wasteful use of the frequency 
spectrum and HabHity to interference from other Band I 
signals e.g. radio microphones. Jn addition, radiation from 
one receiver to another made it difficult to use more than 
one in the same studio simultaneousJy. 

2 Requirements for a new system 

By 1971 the receivers were becoming unreiiable and difficult 
to maintain and the need for replacement was apparent. The 
requirements for a talkback system were re~examined with 
r.he folJowing results, 

-Several channels should be available simultaneously 
in the same studio without mutuaJ interference. so 
that similar systems could be used by lighting and 
sound supervisors. 

-Reverse talkback should be possible from floor 
manager ro producer, i.e. a twoMway link is required. 

- The portable transceiver should operate all day on 
one battery, which should be of a readily available 
type. 

-The portable unit should be compact and light but it 
need not be waterproof because it will only be used 
indoors, 

- The speech quality should be good because poor 
communication quality is tiring when listened to over 
long periods. 

Various systems, including inductive loops, were 
considered but a UHF FM radio link system seemed the 
most promising. Commercial equipment performed well but 
had two drawbacks for talkback use. The first was 
concerned with battery life: the portable receivers were 
expected to operate intermittently and were designed for 
minimum (X)Wer consumption in the absence of a received 
signal. For talk back purposes, however, the producer·s 
transmitter is- in continuous use so rhat the transceiver's 
batteries run down quickly, a two-hour life being typical. To 
overcome this difficulty an external battery pack was 
required which was bulky and unacceptable to the user. The 
second drawback of commercial equipment was. that ir 
operated in the congested 450-470 MHz band, where the 
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720.03MHz -------< balanced ,__
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mixer 

Fig. 1 Transcc,ver block diagram 

crystal 
oscillator 

720MHz 

60MHz 

number of channels required would not be available. A fresh 
design was therefore needed to meet the requirements 
specified. 

An allocation of three or four channels for each studio in 
the London area makes a requirement of some fo rty to fifty 
channels . With the modula tion bandwidth used, these can be 
fitted comfor tably into parts of television channels not used 
in the' vicinity. The base-to-portable link operates at about 
720 MHz and the reverse at about 540 MHz. This wide 
separation allows duplex operation without complex 
filtering. 

The frequencies were chosen with great care 1.0 avoid 
interference and intermodulation between c:ha nnels and, 
because of the limited range of the equipment, the capacity 
of the system can be increased by re-using frequencies in 
non-adjacent studios. 

3 The portable transceiver 

Clearly a very important design requirement was to 

Fig. 2 (IP. fll A letter shows through J window in t>ic: 
iransce,ver case to indicate the cl"1.innel used 

Fig, 3 (r·g~\I The tr.insrnivP.• with the cas0 upc'led a1:d lh(, 
scr\!1cJnir1y cover removed to ~how nicst of :nc 
componen1s. 
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minimise battery consumption. The receiving section could 
be relatively simple because it would be operating in a 
screened environment with a maximum range of about 
100 m; it would nol be used on outside broadcasts. 

Figure I shows how the principal parts are related w each 
other. The output of a crystal oscillator at about 60 MHz is 
multiplied to 720 MHz to provide local-0scillator injection 
for the receiver which is a single-conversion supcrhet with a 
very low IF - 30 kHz. To .~ave power, pairs of stages in the 
multiplier arc operated in serie~ across the supply but in 
cascade as far as the multiplying process is concerned. 
Initially, single-ended diode and transistor mixers were 
tried, but local-0scillator no ise sidebands proved 
troublesome and a balanced arrangement was adopted. The 
IF ampli fier is RC-coupled and needs no alignment. It is 
followed by a pulse-counting discriminator, low-pass filter, 
and audio amplifier. Muting is not required because the 
receiver always has an input ~ienal. 

In the transmitter , the output of the crystal oscillator is 
multiplied 10 540 MHz and amplified to 10 mW . ll1e 
oscillator is phase-modulated , with high -frequency response 
restriction in the audio amplifier and ALC to prevent over
deviation. The transmitter is operated on a push-to-talk 
basis: the receiver remains operational all the time 10 allow 
duplex working. The receiver local oscillator is of course 
also phase-modulated so that the operator hear.~ his own 
voice in his earphone . This might appear to be a drawback 
but is actually an advantage, the side-tone effect giving an 
indication that the transmitter is working. 

The photographs (figures 2, 3, and 4) show the 
transceiver, which is contained in a moulded case filled with 
a clip for atlaching it to the user's belt or pocket; a carrying 
pouch is also available. The receiving aerial is part of the 
printed-circuit board and the case hinge is used as the 
transmitting aerial. This hinge is rather small and close 10 

other metal parts and is thus a less effective radiator than it 
might be. A more effective aerial built into the 
microphone/ earphone harness is currently undergoing 
trials. Unplugging the microphone/ earphone lead 
disconnects the battery. 
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Fig. 4 Part of the pm11ed side cf the c ,rcuot board showir(J p,u,tt,d 
inductors and m,n,a lurt:: 1,;,ns,~1ors in lhP. RF sec1io ·1. 

4 The base station 

Figure 5 is a simplified block diagram of the base station . 
The equipment consists of two fransmitters and two 
receivers all powered by one supply. Each transmitter has an 
associated aerial in the srndio, but one common receiving 
aerial is used for both channels. The aerials are folded 

Two-ch annel base Stillion 
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dipoles mounted on the studio wall, located as near 10 the 
equipment rack as possible to minimise cable losses. Figure 6 
is a photograph of a studio aerial installation. The 
incoming signal is filtered before being split between the 
two n.'Ccivers, so that only one UHF filter is required. A 
single-channel version is also available for use in studios 
requiring an odd number of channels. 

The base transmitter and receiver are fairly conventional 
but incorporate a number of features lo make possible the 
simplicity of the transceiver. 

The base transmitter produces Ii watts (approximately 
½ watt at the studio aerial) to allow the transceiver to have 
low sensitivity, and is continuously powered, thus avoiding the 
need for a receiver mute circuit. The unit incorporates all the 
audio pre-correction necessary to give an overall nat 
response in conjunction with the simplest possible form of 
receiver . 

In order 10 give good carrier-frequency stability, the basic 
oscillator is controlled by a crystal which is kept in an oven, 
and phase-modulation is used. The oscillator output is at 
approximately 6· 66 MHz. 

The mcxlulator circuit is novel in that it requires no align
ment and uses integrated circuits normally associated with digi
tal techniques. The audio input is used to prcxluce pulse-width 
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Fig. 6 The talkback aerial installation 1n a corner o f a studio al the 
Televis,on Centre. The two separate transm1tling aerials 
and. between them. the common rece,v1ng aerial , are 
clearly v 131ble. The photograph was taken w hile lighting 
was being rigged and the hoists had been lowered: the 
extendetJ cable support trays can be seen beyond the 
aeria ls. Even when the studio is encumbered witl1 so much 
distributed metalwork 1he talkback system gives reliable 
communication. 

Fig. 8 A bav-mounted t:asestat1on ulslallation 
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modulation of 1he 6· 66 MHz square-wave, and a divider, 
triggered by the trailing or modulated edges, converts the 
signal lo a phase-modulated 3· 33 MHz square-wave (sec 
figure 7). Audio and mean-level DC feedback, derived by 
integrating the PWM square-wave, eliminate the need for 
adjustment. 

The final output frequency is obtained by multiplying the 
phase-modulated square-wave frequency by 216. The fi rst 
stage of multiplication consists s imply o f selecting a high 
harmonic of the square-wave by means of a filter. The 
multiplication sequence was chosen to avoid producing 
spurious outputs at 540 MHz which would interfere with the 
receiver. The final I½ watts of UHF is produced by filtering 
and amplifying the output of the last multiplier stage. Figure 
8 shows a typical base station with two receivers, two 
transmitters, and a power supply . Figure 9 shows one of the 
transmir.ters pulled forward and hinged O(X..'Il. 

• I _rrnn_n_ 6.66MHz 

modulelion 

bl 6 .6 6 MHt 

cl ~I '~i __ _._I J 
Fig. 7 Producing phase modulation from pulse-width modulat,on. 

The square-wave derived from the crystal oscillator ,s 
shown al al and the effect ol pulse-width modulation at bl. 
The divider is triggered only on the n,odulalt:d titJy!ls of bl 
and tl1is delivers an output at an average frequency of 3· 33 
MHz with borh transitions modulated This corresponds to 
phase modulation, as s~own in c) . 
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Fig. 9 One ol 11le !Jaso s t<1IKir lrilr'srr ,tters supco,tcd clc.Jr c t the 
oav on~" ex,ende, . a"d w ,:r lhe output ar')c ,lier rarscd 

The base receiver is a conventional supcrhct. A fler RF 
amplification, lhe incoming signal is c.:onvcrtcd lo a slandard 
IF of 10· 7 MHz wh ere channel selectivity is provided by a 
co·stal filter. Because of the small deviation, however, a 
hig h discriminator slo pe (V/ kHz) is required 10 obtain a 
reasonable audio signal-to-noise ratio. This is achieved by 
using a high-Q coil and counteracting temperature and 
mechanical drift by means of AFC. This has the additional 
advantage of steering the discriminator accurately on to 1hc 
incoming sig nal, a utomatically minimising the distortion 
and elimin ating DC 'bumps' when the receiver is muted. 
Just as the transmitter includes pre-correction lo permit the 
use o f a simple form of portable receiver, so the base 
receiver comains the necessary equalisation in its audio 
stages to provide an overall Oat response from signals 
radia ted by the portable transmitter. 

5 Operational experience 

A wide variety of head-set combination~ is required to cover 
the need s o f various users. The most popular arrangement is 
a hidden (hearing-aid type) earpiece together with a lavalier 
microphone; such a set is being worn by the floo r manager 
in the cover picture. For diffcrcnl situations the hidden 
earpiece can be replaced by conventional or protective 
headphone,. 
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Battery life is several days with no rmal use. The bat teri es 
are tested for remaining life before ea<:h session to avoid 
failure in operat ion. 

Rechargeable batteries were considered unsu itable for this 
application. The voltage of a rechargeable cell remains 
vinually constant nntil sudden failure, giving no warning 10 

the operator, or indication o f remain ing cha rge. The 
capacity is lower than that o f primary cells and the charging 
rate slow, so that several batteries might be rcq uir~d for 
every working transceiver, calling for a complicated sto rage 
and c:harging procedure. Relat ively fas t charging o f a full y 
discharged baltery is possible with an automatic time switch 
preventing damage from over-charging, but the need to 
replace the battery before it is fully discharged makes it 
difficult co exploi t this possibility. In the long run, 
therefore, rechargeable batteries wo uld be likely lo prove 
more expensive than ordinary primary cells. 

Rechargeable cells may be worthwhile where the 
equipment use is intermittent, for example, in light ing or 
sound rigging. 

6 Reference 
I. Toombs, R. Use o f 1hc radio 1alkbad unit in 1dcvis io11 

produc1iom. Dritish Kincmatography, Vol. 2L, No. 5, 
November 1952. 
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Brian Dower took his degree in Electrical Engineering at Cambridge in 1950. Afler 
Natio nal Service in REME and a period with British Telecommunications Ltd., 
Taplow, he joined the BBC Designs Department in l955. AL first he worked on 
experimental colour television equipment and then on the development of new video 
equipment for the Television Centre, which opened in 1960. A fter this he transferred to 
.radio-frequency work where he was mainly concerned with \he design of VHF/ T'M 
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propagation and communication through artif icial satellites. 

Stephen Christie joined the BBC as a T echnical Assistant with Television Outside 
Broadcasts in 1959. He moved 10 Television N~ws as a Vision Control Supervisor in 
1964 before participating in a number of major overseas projects, including the 
construction of the Libyan Television Network in 1967-1968, and the expansion and 
conversion to colour of the Malaysian Broadcasting Service from 1972-1974. H e was 
resident in th.: United States a s the BBC's Senior Engineer, New Yo rk , from 1975 10 
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J amc-s Redmond: see page 2. 
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Capital Projects Department in the same year. For five years he worked on the 
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on HF aerials and automatic control sys tems for the shore-wave transmilling stations 
at Skelton, C umberland, and Tebrau in Malaysia. 

In 1973 he joined the Transmission Section of Designs Department where he has 
worked on vision carrier equipment, the NICAM PCM equipment, and, mo r.: recently , 
various UHF equipments. 

David Whythe studied electrical engineering al Imperial College, London, after 
wartime service in the RAF. He took his deg ree in 1949 and in the same year joined the 
BBC Research D1:partmenc, where he has worked e~'er since. The projects on which he 
has been engaged cover a wide range of aspects of both sound and television 
broadcasting. Three o f his published articles have won premium awards. 

He represents th1: BBC on one of the BS I's Technical Committees and has a lso been 
concerned with overseas meetings of the JEC and EBU. 
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